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Abstract 
We extend the notions of functional and finiteness dependencies to apply to subsets of a 
relation that are specified by constraints. These dependencies have many applications. We are 
able to characterize those constraint domains which admit a polynomial time solution of the 
implication problem (assuming P#NP) and give an efficient algorithm for these cases, modulo 
the cost of constraint manipulation. For other cases we offer approximate algorithms. Finally, 
we outline some applications of these dependencies to the analysis and optimization of CLP 
programs and database queries. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we study constrained dependencies and, in particular, constrained ftmc- 
tional dependencies (CFDs) and constrained finiteness dependencies. CFDs extend the 
traditional notion of functional dependency (FD) by expressing that a functional depen- 
dency holds on a subset of a relation, a subset defined by a constraint. For example, 
the CFD ObzG9 =$ x + y on a relation p(w,x, y,z) expresses that, on the subrelation 
of p consisting of those tuples whose fourth argument lies in the range between 0 and 
9, the value of y is functionally determined by the value of x. 
The main advantage of CFDs over FDs is their greater expressiveness. Consequently 
they provide greater precision in describing and analyzing relations. Furthermore, they 
have a smooth interaction with semantic knowledge of relations that can be represented 
as constraints, for example, that lengths must be positive. This information may be 
available directly from the definition of a relation, from integrity constraints, or from an 
approximation of the relation. CFDs provide a framework for exploiting this information 
in the course of analyses that usually simply use FDs. Inference directly from CFDs and 
constraints is more powerful than the common alternative of representing constraints 
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by the dependencies which hold on them, and then using inference of dependencies 
only. 
The focus of this paper is on the inference of constrained dependencies and, in 
particular, the solution of the implication problem. The greater expressiveness of con- 
strained dependencies makes the implication problem correspondingly more difficult. 
Indeed in most cases the problem is co-NP-hard, as we show. Thus, we must look for 
tractable subclasses and approximations. In keeping with the principles of the scheme 
of [ 181, we try to develop an approach that is parameterized by the constraint domain. 
We are able to characterize those constraint domains which admit a polynomial-time 
solution of the implication problem for CFDs (assuming P#NP) and give an efficient 
algorithm for these cases, modulo the cost of constraint manipulation. For domains 
where the problem appears intractable we provide tractable approximations. We have 
slightly weaker results for constrained finiteness dependencies. 
There is closely related work on constraint-generating dependencies (CGDs) [4], 
a general class of dependencies which includes CFDs but not constrained finiteness 
dependencies. That paper provides an elegant reduction of the implication problem for 
CGDs to the validity problem of constraint formulas, but does not suggest an efficient 
algorithm for CFDs. Earlier work on related problems includes that of Mug [23] and 
Elkan [ 131. We give in Section 8 a unifying result on the complexity of the implication 
problem for CGDs and two classes of CGDs with polynomial-time solution of their 
implication problem. 
CFDs have several applications to query processing in constraint logic program- 
ming (CLP) languages and constraint databases (CDBs), where data are represented 
by constraints (see, for example, [21]), as well as conventional relational and deductive 
databases. We investigate in detail a subsumption analysis which takes advantage of 
the extra power of CFDs. This analysis, which generalizes the analysis of [27], can 
be used to omit unnecessary subsumption tests in bottom-up execution and to avoid 
unnecessary memoization during top-down executions with tabling. 
There are several other optimization enabled by CFDs. They can be used to ex- 
tend and expand the optimizations of [ 121 to CLP programs. Furthermore, provided 
the constraint solver is complete in a certain sense, CFDs can be used to determine 
groundness information as is already done in logic programming [9,30]. CFDs can 
be used in detecting query emptiness independent of the underlying database [ 131, 
which has applications to transaction scheduling and recomputation of materialized 
views [14]. There are also applications to semantic query optimization [8], design of 
database schemas, and knowledge discovery [41]. The original use of finiteness depen- 
dencies was in determining the safety of queries [33], that is, determining that queries 
involving infinite relations nevertheless produce a finite answer. Finiteness dependen- 
cies are used in [22] to define a class of CDB queries for which only trivial constraint 
solving is needed in computing answers. Constrained finiteness dependencies allow an 
expansion of this class. 
The next section provides a brief overview of notation and terminology concern- 
ing constraints and constraint domains. We then present our inference rules for CFDs, 
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a completeness result and an algorithm for solving the implication problem. The fol- 
lowing sections of the paper discuss the inference of finiteness dependencies and 
CGDs. Then we describe the subsumption analysis for CLP programs and CDB queries, 
and outline some of its applications. Finally, we describe some other applications of 
CFDs. 
2. Constraints and notation 
Notation and definitions concerning constraints follow those of [ 191. We write I to 
denote a collection of distinct variables xi,. . . ,n, for an appropriate n determined by 
the context. For a constraint or any other formula c, we write c(i) to denote that the 
free variables of c are in 1. When it has been established that the free variables of c 
are i, c(j) denotes a similar formula where the free variables have been renamed to 
a disjoint set of variables j, and c(F) denotes the substitution of terms 2 for 2. 
For a collection of variables .? (respectively I), we will write 32 (31) and V.? (VI) 
to denote the existential and universal quantification of _iY (I). We write 3-i c (V/-X c) 
to denote the existential (universal) quantification of c by all variables in c except ,i!. 
We write jc (‘?c) for the existential (universal) closure of c. 
As an important notational convenience we employ additional quantifiers ElckZ which 
are abbreviations for complex operations. The expression jiki P(Z,j) is defined to 
be -El,? 1 . . . & /ji+j fi # i,/ A r\F=, P(&, y). Intuitively, this statement says that, given 
a value for F, there are fewer than k distinct values for i such that P($ jj) holds. For 
example, 3<3~ is_parent_of(x, y) says that given an object y, it has at most 2 (fewer 
than 3) parents. In particular, 3<2X P(Z, y) is equivalent to M,Z’ P(.?, j) AP(.?‘, y) + 
i = 2’. Thus Vj Zlc21 P&j) expresses that there is a functional dependency on P 
between y and x. Note that 3ck,?3cky P is not equivalent to g<kij P in general. 
In this paper we will make a deliberate confusion between the attributes of a re- 
lation p and the variables in an expression p(xl,. . . ,x,). We use V for the set of 
attributes/variables. Consequently, we will equivalently regard a relation as a set of 
tuples or a set of valuations. When a constraint c holds for every tuple in relation p 
we write 9 b p(V) + c. If I Ci then we will equivalently write 2, for I. If a’ is 
a tuple of values for the variables I and I C _? then a’, is the tuple of a,, , . , ai, such 
that I = {xi,, . . . ,xIk } and il < i2 < . . < ik. Similarly, if _? has been renamed to jj then 
j, denotes that subset of variables that rename the variables 21. Further, we write 3,~ 
(3Tkc, 3-1 c, etc.) for 31,~ (respectively, 3i:k~, 3-i, c, etc.). 
The constraints under consideration are specified by a constraint domain. 
Definition 2.1. For any signature C, let 9 be a C-structure and _Y be a class of 
C-formulas. The pair (9, _Y) is called a constraint domain. 9 is the underlying do- 
main of values and 2 is the class of constraints. We will assume that the class of 
constraints contains all equations between terms and is closed under variable renaming 
and conjunction. 
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A constraint domain is triuial if _Y contains only constraints that are identically true 
or fake on 9. GeneraHy, when dealing with CLP constraints it is convenient o also 
assume that 5? is closed under existential quanti~cation [l!?], but this is not necessary 
here since the dependencies we consider do not introduce existential quantification. 
Note, however, that a more general class of dependencies might need closure under 
existential quantification. For example, the constrained tuple-generating dependencies 
of [29] need such closure. 
We briefly mention some useful constraint domains (for further introduction to these 
domains, see [19]): the domains of linear arithmetic onstraints over the integers, the 
rational number and the real numbers, are denoted by iZr_in, QLin and $?r,in, respec- 
tively; the domain of linear equations over the real numbers is denoted by RLinrqn; the 
Herbrand universe with function symbols C is denoted by 2(C) when constraints are 
equations between terms and Z3(C) when constraints may also incorporate xistential 
quantifiers; similarly, &?.Y(Z) and W@(C) denote corresponding domains over the ra- 
tional trees; the domain of feature trees is denoted by ~&?Jx!Y(Y,~) where Y is the 
set of sorts and B is the set of features; the two-element Boolean algebra is denoted 
by &?!Qk/‘_!Z and the free Boolean algebra generated by an infinite set of generators i  
denoted by &%JO.Y’,. 
An important property of constraint domains is generally ,phrased as a form of inde- 
pendence. This property has been investigated in some generality in [2.5]. The signifi- 
cance of the property for the optimization of bottom-up execution of CDBs and CLP 
programs is discussed in [26]. 
Definition 2.2. A constraint domain (Z8,Z’) has the independence of negatiue con- 
straints property if, for all constraints c, cl,. . . , c, E 2, 
The following alternative fo~ulation of independence of negative constraints empha- 
sizes the aspect of this property most useful in this paper: the weakness of disjunction 
in constraint domains with this property: 
is/= C--+C1V.” V c, iff for some j, Z@ k c --+ Cjs 
Of the constraint domains mentioned above, ?RLidqn, J?(Z), 5%?Y(Z) all have the 
independence of negative constraints property. Y@(Z) and &Y’(C) have the property 
when C is infinite, but not when C is finite. Similarly, Y&dY(Y,F) has the property 
when Y and F are infinite. 
Clearly, @Y!MJY does not have this property. Neither do &in, QLin, and Y&in. In fact, 
all domains of 3 or more elements with a linear ordering relation do not have indepen- 
dence of negative constraints: For any 3 elements x, y,z we have x < z -+ y < ZVX c y. 
Taking x, y,z as variables, this gives a counterexample to independence. Similarly, if 
a domain has both strict and non-strict ordering then x < y + x < y v x = y. 
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The distinction we draw between relations and constraints is that we assume the 
existence of algorithms to test properties of constraints - most importantly, in this 
paper, to test whether one constraint implies another. The way a relation is defined 
is not relevant to the results of this paper, although it might be relevant to their 
application. For concreteness, we have in mind relations defined through constraints 
by (possibly infinitely many) “generalized mples” [21], relations defined by formulas 
which are not constraints (for example, z = max{x * y,x + y}), and the composition 
of these by conjunction and disjunction. This class includes those relations defined by 
CLP programs and CDB queries. 
3. Constrained dependencies 
A constrained dependency generalizes traditional dependencies, such as functional 
dependencies, by expressing that the dependency applies not to an entire relation, 
but to a subset of the tuples in the relation described by a constraint. We consider 
a (possibly infinite) relation p on a set of variables (or attributes) V that take values 
in 8. We assume that the only free variables in constraints are those in V. 
For simplicity of presentation, we assume that the constraints allowed in a con- 
strained dependency are those in the language of constraints _?Z in the underlying CLP 
language or CDB. Note, however, that it can be useful to use a different class of 
constraints in constrained dependencies from that used in the CLP language. For the- 
oretical considerations this extension is straightforward, but in practice there can be 
difficulties, since it becomes necessary to have a constraint solver that handles both 
classes of constraints. For a combination of reasons, including efficiency, a subset of 
9 is often the best choice. 
Definition 3.1. A constrained functional dependency over a relation p with variables 
(or attributes) V on a constraint domain (9,9) has the form 
where X, Y 2 V and c E 9’ is a constraint with free variables from V. 
Intuitively, such an expression denotes that the functional dependency X -+ Y holds 
on the subset of tuples of p on which c holds. When the relation p is evident 
from the context we will omit it from the constrained dependency. In conformity 
with existing notation for FDs, we often will omit the set notation when express- 
ing X or Y by listing the elements. Thus, we write c + xix2 + yiy2y3 instead of 
c =+ {x192} -+ {Yl,YZtY3}. 
Constrained dependencies provide a more expressive and flexible basis for the ana- 
lysis of constraint logic programs and database queries than traditional dependencies. 
By taking constraints directly into account, instead of simply abstracting from them 
any dependency information, we can obtain a more accurate analysis. Furthermore, it 
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often happens that a dependency “almost holds” - holds with some few exceptions 
- or holds on some simply defined subrelation. Constrained ependencies provide the 
ability to express and manipulate this info~ation that would otherwise be ignored. 
Example 3.1. Consider the relation defined by x * y = z. Although the functional 
dependency xy + z holds for this relation, the dependencies xz -+ y and yz -+ x 
do not hold, since division is not a function. More precisely, when z and x take the 
value 0 the value of y is not determined (and similarly for the second dependency). 
However, the weaker constrained functional dependencies 
xfO=+xz+y 
and 
hold. In a situation where there is also a constraint n > 0 it is then possible to infer 
the dependency xz --+ y. 
For example, in a query fra~ent 
~avel~Jou~ney~d~~~sta~ce, FuelUs d), E~cie~cy = ~isi~nce~Fue~Used 
if we know that, in the travel relation, Distance and Fuel Used are functionally depen- 
dent on JourneyId and the values of FuelUsed are always positive, we can safely infer 
that EfJiciency is ~nctionally dependent on Journeyed. We cannot make this inference 
when reasoning only on dependencies. 
Many relations that are not functions from j to i can, nevertheless, be divided into 
pieces that are functional; the relation is piecewise functional. 
Example 3.2. Consider the relation defined by y = 1x1, that is, y takes the absolute 
value of X. Here we have the functional dependency x--f y, and the constrained fimc- 
tional dependencies 
and 
Thus, if execution in a constraint programming language encounters a constraint 
y = 1x1 when y is bound and the sign of x (positive or negative) is known, we 
would expect a good implementation to bind X. Fu~he~ore, for such an implemen- 
tation the combination of simple constraint information and CFDs provides a more 
accurate gro~~ess analysis than simple gro~dness dependencies. 
We also have the finiteness dependencies n -+5,, y and y +fin X. That is, for each 
value of x there are only finitely many values of y in the relation, and for each value 
of y there are only finitely many values of x in the relation (in fact, at most two). 
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Constrained dependencies also can be useful in a conventional database setting where 
arithmetic and explicit constraints do not occur. 
Example 3.3. Consider a database involving students, courses, instructors, etc., at 
a university. The relation describing courses might contain attributes Course Identi- 
fier, Level of Instruction (i.e. freshman, sophomore, . ..). Room, Time, Instructor, etc. 
Generally, the attributes Room and Instructor, are functionally dependent upon the 
Course Identifier. However, courses in the freshman year often have high attendance 
and it is not unusual that the university offers more than one class. In this case the 
functional dependencies might not hold, but the constrained functional dependency 
Level of Instruction #freshman + CourseId + Instructor 
holds on this relation. 
4. Inference rules for CFDs 
We now enumerate some inference rules for constrained functional dependencies. 
Let I, J,K range over subsets of V. Let J’ = J - I and IJ denote I U J. For a fixed 
constraint domain (9,Y) and a fixed relation p, the inference rules are the following. 
1. IfJCI then true+I+J. 
2. If cl + I -+J and c2 =+ J + K then cl A c2 =S I --t K. 
3. Ifc+I+Jthenc+IUK+JUK. 
4. If ci + I +J and 9 k c2 -+ cl then c2 + I + J. 
5. If 9 k V,3>‘3_1~ c then c + I-+J. 
6. Let CO denote CA/\:=, 1~~. ’ Ifci+I+Jfori= 1,...,k,and~~~~3J:23-,J CO 
and, for every i and j such that O<i < j< k, 
k 
g k C3-/ CA Ci A 3-l CA Cj) 4 V (tL[ CA (C, V C;) --) Cl) 
I=0 
then c+I--tJ. 
Rules l-3 correspond to the Armstrong axioms for functional dependencies. Rule 4 
expresses a simple closure property: if a dependency holds under some constraint then 
it holds under any stronger constraint. Rule 4 can be derived from the other rules we 
consider: using rule 2 we can combine cl + I -+ J with c2 + J+ J (the latter CFD 
can be generated by rule 5). Although the Armstrong axioms are complete for FDs, 
these four rules, the obvious extension of the Armstrong axioms, are not sufficient for 
CFDs. 
Rule 5 generates all CFDs that are independent of the underlying relation: they hold 
as a consequence of the constraint. For example, from the constraint x = 2y + 1 we 
* Note that in general cg is not a constraint; the formula is named co purely for notational convenience. 
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can see that the functional dependencies x + y and y --+ x hold, so that, for example, 
x = 2y + 1 + x+ y can be inferred on any relation. Such CFDs are called tautologies. 
As a special case, if c determines I (i.e. 9 b 3!1 c) then c + 0 + 2 can be inferred. 
Rule 1 is a special case of rule 5. 
The condition for rule 5 amounts to requiring that c(z) A c(y) A 31 = jI --t fJ = fJ, 
which expresses directly that, under the restriction c, J is functionally determined 
by I. So that only the I and J positions are free, we reformulate this as I_, c(z) A 
3_~,~ c(y) A 21 = yI -+ z& = FJ. Naively, this might be stated as 9 k VI;3~23_1J c, 
but this fails to address correctly the possibility that Z fl J # 0. Thus, we write $3 + 
V&?3_1J c. 
Rule 6 allows a constrained functional dependency to be inferred from “fragments”. 
The conditions require that every possible tuple that is addressed by the new CFD 
is addressed by some fragment, including a possible tautological fragment, and that 
whenever two fragments overlap on I they are shown to be compatible, by consideration 
of a single fragment. More precisely, for every valuation v for I in this overlap there 
is a CFD that covers all extensions of v in both fragments. Rule 4 can be considered 
a special case of rule 6 where there is a single input CFD, and rule 5 is the special 
case where there are no input CFDs. 
The conditions for rule 6 become clearer once we consider their rationale. By the 
condition 9 + ‘d13$~3_1~ cc, we have CO + I -+J. Thus, we can consider that we 
have k + 1 functional fragments that together cover the entire relation constrained 
by c. However, we must verify that the union of any two fragments does not pro- 
duce non-functional behavior, that is, for any value of Z there is at most one value 
of J in the union that satisfies c. We need only consider values of I common to 
fragments i and j, that is, values which satisfy (3-1 c A Ci A 3-1 c A Cj). To ver- 
ify that there is no non-functional behavior, we require that, for each common value 
of I, the union of fragments (represented by ci V Cj) restricted to c is contained in 
some fragment. That is, Vf=, @__I c A (Ci V Cj) + cl) holds for each common value 
of I. 
Example 4.1. Consider the relation over the real numbers defined by y = 1x1. The 
CFDsx~O~x-+yandx<O~x~ycanbecombinedtoinferx+ y. We take 
k = 2, c s true, cl E x 20, c2 = x ~0, Z = {x} and J = {y} in rule 6. Then CO, that 
is c A r\f=, TCi, is equivalent to false, so 9 b b’~;3>23_1~ CO is satisfied. Furthermore, 
the main formula of rule 6 holds for i = 0, so we need only consider the remaining 
case: i = 1, j = 2. Now 3-1 (c A Ci) A 3-1 (c A cj) is equivalent to x = 0, and 
c A (Ci V Cj) is equivalent to true. Thus '!_I c A (Ci V Cj) -+ cl is equivalent to ~JY cl, 
which is equivalent to cl since y does not occur in any cl. Hence, the main formula 
of rule 6 becomes !R + x = 0 --+ false V x 20 V x GO) which, of course, holds. Thus 
rule 6 applies. 
On the other hand, the CFDs x 30 + y + x and x GO + y + x rightly cannot be 
combined to infer y + x. Here I = {y} and J = { x } . m rule 6, with c, cl, c2 as defined 
above. As above, CO is equivalent to false, so we need only consider i = 1, j = 2. 
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Thus, 3-1 c A ci A 3-l c A Cj is 3x x 20 A 3x x 60, which is equivalent to true, and 
CA(ciVc,) is also equivalent to true. Hence, V-1 cA(ciVcj) + cl is equivalent to ‘dx cl. 
Hence, the main formula of rule 6 becomes !R k true ---f false V Yx x 30 V Yx x < 0) 
which, of course, does not hold. 
Rule 7 takes into account that some constraints on the variables of p may be 
known, either explicitly (because the relation was defined using constraints) or impli- 
citly (through integrity constraints, or by approximating the relation with constraints). 
When there are no such constraints we say p is a pure relation. When p is 
pure, c2 must be equivalent to true, and so, in this case, rule 7 reduces to 
rule 4. 
When a CFD f can be derived from a set F of CFDs using the inference rules l-6 
we write F k J‘. We write F tP f if f can be derived from F using rules 1-7, where 
rule 7 uses constraints true of the relation p. Let C be a set of constraints. We say 
a relation R satisfies C if each tuple in R satisfies every constraint in C. We say a 
relation R satisfies the CFD c + I -+ J if the functional dependency I -+ J holds on 
the set of tuples in R that satisfy c. R satisfies a set of CFDs F if it satisfies every 
f E F. If every relation R that satisfies C and F also satisfies f, we write C, F + f. 
When C is empty we write F + f. 
The following proposition states the soundness of the inference rules. 
Proposition 4.1. Consider the inference rules for a jixed constraint domain (B,Z). 
l If F k f then F + f. 
l If F kP f and C is the set of constraints true of p that are used in applications 
of rule 7 then C, F k f. 
Proof. It suffices to show that each inference rule is sound. For most rules this is 
straightforward. We examine rules 6 and 7 more closely. 
Suppose the CFDs c;+Z+J for i= l,..., k ,..., m hold on a relation R, and the 
other conditions for rule 6 hold. Let G and 8 be arbitrary tuples of R such that c(G) 
and c(g) hold, and r;l = &I. 
Now, for some i and j, O<i,j dk, c;(6) and cj(&) hold. By assumption, a”[ is a 
solution of 3-l c(Z) A Ci(Z) A 3-1 c(Z) A Cj(Z). So, by the conditions on rule 6, a” 
and & are solutions to c A (ci v c, ) --f cl, for some 1. In the first case, both G and g 
are solutions to cl and, by application of the appropriate CFD (or, by the condition 
on CO, if 1 = 0), GJ = &J. Since E and & were arbitrary, the CFD c + I -+ J holds 
on R. 
For rule 7, suppose the conditions hold on a relation R, but the conclusion does 
not. Then there are tuples a’ and 5 in R such that ~(a”) and cs(&) hold, & = &, 
and L;J # 8~. By the second condition, cl(G) and q(b) hold, and by the third condition 
it follows that cl(G) and cl(&) hold. But then a” and & provide a counterexample to the 
first condition. Thus, the conclusion of the inference rule must hold on R, and so the 
rule is sound. 0 
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We use the following notation for restriction by a constraint. RI, = {c E R 1 c(Z) 
holds}. For a CFD f, say c’ + I --t J, flc denotes c A c’ =$ I + J. FJ, = {flc 1 f E 
F}. For the CFD f, cons(f) denotes c’ and fd(f) denotes I + J. fd(F) = {fd(f) 1 
f E F}. We say f is a tautology (or is tautological) iff f holds for every relation R 
(containing the variables of f ). 
A derivation or proof from F is a tree where each node is labelled by a CFD, each 
node is either a leaf labelled by an element of F, or a consequence, by one of the 
inference rules, of its children (including the use of rule 5, in which case the node 
will have no children). It is a derivation of f if f labels the root of the tree. A 
minimal derivation of f from F is a derivation of f from F with a minimal number 
of nodes. We have the following properties of tautologies, restriction and the inference 
rules. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f be the CFD c + I -+ J and let F be a set of CFDs. Then: 
1. f is tautological ifs f is inferred by rule 5 tf 8 E f. 
2. If F contains only tautologies and F t f then f is tautological. 
3. For every relation R, R satisfies f tjfRlc satisfies f. 
4. For every relation R, R satisjes FI, ifs RI, satisfies F tff RI, satisfies FI,. 
5. F k f ifjFlc k f. 
6. If F k f without using rule 6 then, for every CFD g in a minimal derivation of 
f, g + c + cons(g). 
7. If F t- f then there is a derivation off where each tautology g generated by 
rule 5 satisfies 9 k cons(g) -+ c. 
8. If F k f without using rule 6 then there is a derivation of f where each 
tautology g generated by rule 5 satisjies 9 + cons(g) ++ c. 
Proof (sketch). 
1. Clearly, if f is inferred by rule 5 then 0 t f, and, by soundness, if 0 k f then 
f is a tautology. The remaining part of the proof uses the contrapositive. If f is not 
inferred by rule 5 then the negation of the formula in rule 5 must hold in 9. From any 
valuation demonstrating the truth of this negated formula we can construct a relation 
on which f does not hold. Thus f is not a tautology. 
2. It is easy to check that if the input CFDs to an inference rule are tautological 
then the output CFD is tautological. 
3. R and RI, have the same set of tuples satisfying c. 
4. For any CFD g, by definition, R satisfies g iff R(cons(g) satisfies fd(g). Thus, R 
satisfies glc iff Rlcons(g)~c satisfies fd(g) iff RI, satisfies g, using the fact that Rlcom(g)Ac = 
(Rlc)lcons(s). By the same reasoning, R satisfies glc iff RI, satisfies glc. Since these 
relations hold for every g E F, the result follows. 
5. Clearly, F t- FI, using rule 4. For the other direction, by induction we can prove 
that if F I- g with proof P then FI, I- glc with a similar proof P’ where all CFDs 
are further constrained by c. Applying this to f we have the result, since f further 
constrained by c is still f (recall that f is c + I -+ J). 
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6. Minimality ensures that every CFD in the derivation except f is an input CFD of 
some inference rule. All rules under consideration with input CFD(s) infer a CFD with 
a stronger (or equivalent) constraint than the input CFDs. A simple induction gives 
the result. 
7. The derivation of g’ in the proof of part 5 has the required property. Initial 
applications of rule 4 are needed to produce FI,. 
8. Applying the technique in the proof of part 5 to a minimal derivation of f we 
have 9 + cons(g) ---f c and 9 + c --t cons(g) by part 6. 0 
Finally, for this subsection, we have an example of plausible, but invalid, inference. 
Example 4.2. Consider the CFDs c + w + x and c + w -+ y, where c is n = z V 
y = z. We may not soundly infer c + w + z. For example, consider the relation 
consisting of two tuples (1, 1,2,1) and (1, 1,2,2), where the template for the relation is 
(w,x, y,z). The original CFDs hold over R, and both tuples satisfy c. Clearly, however, 
c + w + z does not hold over R. 
5. Completeness 
The following theorem expresses the soundness and completeness of the inference 
rules as a method for inferring CFDs on pure relations when the constraint domain has 
the independence of negative constraints property. 
Theorem 5.1. Consider the inference rules for a jixed constraint domain (9,2?) 
which has the independence of negative constraints property. Then, for every CFD 
f and finite set F of CFDs, F t f ifs F k f. Furthermore, completeness still holds 
when rule 6 is omitted. 
Proof. Soundness has been shown in Lemma 4.1. We will prove completeness through 
the contrapositive, while omitting rule 6. 
Let f be c + I -+ J. By part 6 of Proposition 4.2, since rule 6 is omitted, it follows 
that F k f iff F’ t f, where F’ = {d ) d E F, d is c’ + K -+ L, $8 b c --) c’}. Let 
C={cjc+K-+L isinF-F’}.LetXGVbethelargestsetofvariablessuch 
that F b c + I -+ X. Clearly I LX. Let the tuple of variables on which the CFDs are 
defined be (5& j), where 2 is the list of variables in X. 
Consider the formula 
C(.F, y) A C(Z,2) A r\ Yj # Zj A A 7C'(i!, y) A 'C'(.C,z1). 
152 C'EC 
By independence of negative constraints, this formula is satisfiable in 9 unless, for 
some j, 
9 + C(.?, jj) A C(_f,Af) + Yj = Zj 
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or, for some constraint c’ E C, 
If the former holds then, by rule 5, c +X -+ yj, which contradicts the maximality of 
X. If the latter holds then 9 + c(.?, j7) + c’(_?, F), but this contradicts the definition 
of C. Thus the above formula has a solution v. We define the relation R to have 
two triples: (v(Z), u(y)) and (v(g), u(Z)). In what follows we denote these tuples by a” 
and &. 
Consider any CFD c’ =+ K --f L. This CFD does not hold on R iff both ~‘(a”) and 
c’(6) hold, K GX and L $ X. In particular, all CFDs in F - F’ hold on R, by the 
construction of R. 
Suppose that F yf. Then J $Z X since otherwise F k-X --) J and so F I- f. Conse- 
quently f does not hold over R. On the other hand, suppose that a CFD c’ + K -+ L 
in Ft does not hold over R. Then c + K --+ L also does not hold over R since both 
tuples of R satisfy c. Consequently, K 2X and, for some variable x, x E L -X. Then 
wecanconcludeFl-c~X-+x(sinceF~X-+K,F~c’~K--+L,F~L-+x), 
which contradicts the maximality of X. Thus F’ holds over R, and so F holds over R. 
Since F holds over R and f does not, the proof is complete. 0 
Through careful examination of the proof we can extend the above result. We can 
weaken the formula in the proof so that, for each c’ E C, at most one tuple of the 
constructed relation R satisfies c’. Furthermore, the reasoning holds whether or not the 
constraint domain (9,_5?) has independence of negative constraints. 
Corollary 5.1. Consider the inference rules l-5 for a fixed constraint domain (9,2?). 
Let f be a CFD and F be a jinite set of CFDs. Let X, C and c be as in the above 
proof If 
2@ b (3) C(if,F) A C(Z,z^)A A yj # Zj A A (lC'(if,y) V 'C'(Z,z")) 
jW C'EC 
then the inference rules are sound and complete for inferring f from F. 
In the important case of linear arithmetic constraints, independence of negative con- 
straints does not hold. However, we can obtain a weaker version of the theorem using 
a weaker notion of independence [24]. A constraint domain (9,Y) has the indepen- 
dence of inequations property if, for all constraints c E 3, and all conjunctions of 
equations er , , . . , e, E 9, 
9 b 3 c A Tel A . . . Alen iff 9i==3cA~ej fori=l,...,n. 
Both jJZi_in and QLin have this property. 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose the constraint domain is %!Lin or QLin. Let f be a CFD and 
F be a jinite set of CFDs. Let X, C and c be as in the above proof If ail constraints 
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in C are equational then the inference rules l-5 are sound and complete for inferring 
f from F. 
Proof. The independence of inequations on these domains can play the same role as in- 
dependence of negative constraints, under the restriction of C to equational constraints. 
The remainder of the proof is the same. 0 
As a further simple corollary of the above theorem, we can see that rules 2, 3 and 
5 form a minimal complete set of inference rules on pure relations when (9;,9) has 
independence of negative constraints. (Recall that rule 1 is a special case of rule 5, 
and rule 4 can be simulated with rules 2 and 5.) 
In cases where independence holds, we can obtain an efficient algorithm for inferring 
CFDs, modulo the cost of testing constraint implication. Let the constraint implication 
problem for a constraint domain (9, 9) be the problem of determining that 9 + 
cl -+ ~2, for cl, c2 E 9. This problem is a major concern in implementing concurrent 
constraint languages and constraint languages incorporating delaying mechanisms. Note 
that the problem of determining whether a CFD is a tautology is a special case of 
the constraint implication problem, since c =+ I ---f J is a tautology if and only if 
(c(~)~c(~)~.~~=~I)-‘~~=~~. 
Many of the constraint domains discussed in Section 2 have PTIME constraint im- 
plication problems: QLill, ZRt,in and !J?Linsqn of the arithmetic constraint domains, and all 
the tree-like domains: X(C), X3(C), S?.Y(C), 9@(C), @&J$Y(Y, 9). Of these, 
all except QLin and !JIt_in have independence of negative constraints (under the con- 
ditions stated after Definition 2.2). The following theorem and algorithm provide a 
PTIME solution for the CFD implication problem for these domains. 
Theorem 5.2. If (9,2?) has the independence of negative constraints and the con- 
straint implication problem can be solved in polynomial time then the problem of 
determining whether F + f can be solved in polynomial time. 
The algorithm that is the basis of this theorem follows. It can be seen as an ex- 
tension of the algorithm of [5] for FDs. The input to the algorithm is a finite set of 
CFDs F and a CFD f. The output is a statement “yes” (indicating that F + f) or 
“no” (indicating that F p f ). Let K+ denote the closure of K with respect to fd(F’), 
that is, {v E V (fd(F’) + K -+ v}. F’ is defined in the algorithm. 
Algorithm for the Implication Problem 
1. Let f bec+I+J. 
2. If f is a tautology then return “yes”. 
3. If I = 0 then return “no” else let 7’ = I. 
4. Let K = I. 
5. For each g E F, if 9 p c -+ cons(g) then delete g from F. 
6. Let F’ be the resulting subset of F. 
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7. While J $Z K and T # 0 do 
(a) Replace K by (K U T)+. 
(b) Let T = {x E uzrs(c) 10 kc + K -+ x} - K. 
8. If J C K then return “yes” else return “no”. 
The first part of the algorithm (lines l-4) checks some simple special cases and initial- 
izes the variables K and T. The second part (lines 5 and 6) removes from the set F, 
CFDs that cannot be useful in inferring f, by part 6 of Proposition 4.2. By parts 6 and 
7 of Proposition 4.2, we need only generate tautologies with constraint c and, by part 
5, we can ignore the constraints in all the remaining CFDs. Thus, the problem reduces 
to generating a closure, similar to the algorithm of [5]. The third part of the algorithm 
(line 7) computes the closure for rules 2, 3 and 5 by repeatedly taking the closure for 
rule 5 and then the closure for rules 2 and 3 until J 2 K or K is closed. (Note that 
if x $! uavs(c) then x cannot be the conclusion of a useful tautology.) If, upon exiting 
the loop, J C K then F I- f; otherwise Fj’f. By Theorem 5.1, the algorithm determines 
whether F b f. 
Let y(N) denote the maximal cost of deciding a constraint implication problem of 
size N and t(N) denote the maximal cost of determining whether a CFD of size N is a 
tautology. 3An upper bound for the complexity of this algorithm is 0(N2&N)+Nr(N)), 
where N is the size of F U {f }. 
In the case where f and elements of F are normal (unconstrained) functional de- 
pendencies we have an upper bound of O(N), as in existing algorithms [5], since only 
one iteration of the loop will be performed and the cost of testing implications and 
tautologies is constant. 
The cost of line 7b sometimes can be reduced through the use of an incremental 
constraint solver. Initially, the constraint solver receives the constraints c(Z), c(j) and 
xi = yi for each i E I. As further variables are added to K in line 7a the corresponding 
equations are given to the constraint solver. Provided the constraint solver can detect 
all implicit equations between variables, there is no need to perform a distinct tau- 
tology test for each value of K and each x E uars(c). In this case the upper bound 
can be expressed as 0(41(N) + N&(N) + NY(N)), where 51 represents the cost of 
processing the initial constraints and & represents the cost of processing an additional 
equation. 
Example 5.1. We demonstrate he operation of the above algorithm over the domain 
%LinEqn of linear equations over the real numbers. We assume a relation with attributes 
A,B ,..., H. The set F is 
A+2B=F+GH-+A, 
C+D=5aA--,CD, 
3 t(N) has an upper bound of O(y(2 * N)). However, to ease the comparison with a similar algorithm for 
inferring constrained finiteness dependencies (in a following section) we prefer to account for the costs of 
these two problems separately. 
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true + A + G, 
true + B ---f F, 
2E-A=F+AC+D 
and f is 
(A+B=E,3A+2B+3C=5F,B+E=F) +AB-+CD. 
We will refer to the constraint in f as c. Execution reaches line 5 and tests whether 
!R LmEqn k c + cons(g), for each g E F. This holds for all CFDs in F except the 
second one. That CFD is eliminated from F to form F’. 
The loop on line 7 is entered with K = T = {A, B}. Closing K underfd(F’) on line 7a 
results in K = {A, B, F, G}. It is easy to see that c + ABFG --f C and c + ABFG + E 
are tautologies, using the second and first constraints in c, respectively. Thus, line 7b 
is completed with K = {A, B, F, G} and T = {C, E}. Entering line 7a the second time, 
we generate D from {A,B, C, E,F, G} using the last CFD in F, so that K becomes 
{A,B,C,D,E,F, G}. L ine 7b can find no useful tautologies, so T = 0 and the loop 
is exited. Since {C, D} &K the algorithm outputs “yes”. If the last CFD was omitted 
from F then the second pass through the loop results in K = {A, B, C, E, F, G}, and 
consequently the algorithm outputs “no”. 
Note that, of the many tautologies among these attributes, only two need to be 
tested. Also observe that it is necessary to interleave the closure under fd(F’) and 
the computation of tautologies to generate all the attributes we need to conclude that 
F+f. 
We now turn to the implication problem for constraint domains (9,Z) that do 
not satisfy the independence of negative constraints. The key lemma concerns the 
complexity of the extended constraint implication problem for (9,2): the problem 
ofdetermining that g/=c+VF=ici, for c,ct,...,ck E Y. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose (9,9) does not have independence of negative constraints. 
Then the extended constraint implication problem is co-NP-hard. 
Proof. Since (9,Y) does not have independence of negative constraints, there are 
constraints c, cl , . . . ,ck such that 9 b c -+ vi=, Ci but 9 k c + Ci, for each i. Choose 
such c,cl , . . . , c’k so that k is minimized. By this minimality, for every i, 9 1 ci ---f 
Vjfi cj. We can assume that 9 + c, --+ c, since we can always replace ci by c A c,. 
We reduce to our problem, the problem of determining whether a propositional for- 
mula in disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a tautology. Let F be a propositional formula 
in DNF with propositional variables Al, . . . ,A,. Let F’ be the corresponding formula 
where unnegated occurrences of Aj are replaced by ci(Zj) and the negated occurrences 
of Aj are replaced by cz(Zj). Let G be (A,“=, c(Zj)) 4 (F’ V Vy=, Vf=, Ci(iZj)). Thus, 
the truth of G in 9 is an instance of the extended constraint implication problem. We 
will show that G is true iff F is a tautology. 
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Consider the formulas Fi(_?) defined by c(i) A ci(if) A /jj+l ‘cj(2) for i = 1,2. 
Solutions to Fi exist, for i = 1,2, since 9 k c, + c, and, by minimality of k, 
as observed above, 9 p ci --) vi_+, cj. Let sOln(Fi) denote the set of solutions of 
Fi(Z) in tuple form, so that a solution 2 H 6 is represented by 2. Note that soZn(F1) n 
solrz(F~) = 8, from the definition of Fi. Valuations which map {.?I,. . . ,i,} to soln(F1) U 
soln(F~) will be called binary valuations. Binary valuations correspond to valuations of 
the propositional variables Ai in the following way: Ai = true corresponds to ii ++ a”, 
for any a” E soIn( and Ai = false corresponds to .i!i H 6, for any & E soln(F2). 
By the choice of Fi, F evaluates to true (false) under a propositional valuation iff F’ 
evaluates to true (false) under any corresponding binary valuation. 
For any non-binary valuation v for {_?I,. ,i,}, either c(.Zj) is false under v or ci(ij) 
is true under v, for some j and some ia3. Thus, any non-binary valuation evaluates G 
to true, without considering F’. For binary valuations, G and F’ have the same value 
since then c(Zj) is true and ci(Zj) is false for every i >3 and every j. 
Clearly, if F is a tautology then F’ holds for all valuations, and so G holds for 
all valuations. If F is not a tautology then there is a valuation for the propositional 
variables under which F evaluates to false. Hence F’, and consequently G, evaluates to 
false under any corresponding binary valuation for the Zi variables, as observed above. 
Thus, F is a tautology iff G evaluates to true under all valuations. 0 
A special case of this lemma, for the constraint domain !J?Lin, was shown in [36]. 
For constraint domains with linear order, van der Meyden [31] has shown that an 
equivalent problem is co-ZI;-hard. 
Lemma 5.2. The extended constraint implication problem reduces to both 
l the problem of determining whether F t f, and 
l the problem of determining whether F + f. 
Proof. We reduce the problem of determining whether 9 b c + Vf=, ci to each of 
these problems. Let f be c(Z) + .? -+ y and F consist of the CFDs ci(.E) + i + y, 
i=l , . . , k, where y $ i. Assume, for simplicity, that the relation has tuples of the 
form (.?, y). 
Clearly, F t f iff f can be inferred from F by one use of rule 6. Furthermore, the 
second condition of rule 6 holds since 3y c A ci is equivalent to c A ci and, taking 
1 = i, a disjunct is entailed. Thus F k f iff 9 /= c + vt, ci. 
By soundness (Lemma 4. l), if 9 + c -+ VF=, ci then every relation R that satisfies 
F also satisfies f. Now suppose that 9 p c -+ Vf=, ci. Then there is a valuation 
0 such that CO A r\f=, YciO holds on 9. Let R consist of the two tuples (.?(?,a,) and 
(zS,a,), where al, a2 E 9, al # a2. Then R satisfies F but does not satisfy f. Thus, 
F k f iff 9 /= c + vf=, ci. 0 
Combining the previous two lemmas, we can establish the intractability of the general 
implication problem for CFDs. 
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Proposition 5.1. Suppose (9,2’) does not have independence of negative constraints. 
Then the problem of determining whether F + f is co-NP-hard. 
In summary, when independence of negative constraints holds the implication prob- 
lem for CFDs is in PTIME iff the constraint implication problem is in PTIME. When 
independence of negative constraints does not hold the implication problem for CFDs 
is co-NP-hard. Thus we have 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose P # NP. Then the implication problem for CFDs over con- 
straint domain (9,5!) is in PTIME ifs (9,9) has independence of negative con- 
straints and the constraint implication problem for (9,-Y) is in PTIME. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, if (S,_Y’) has independence of negative constraints and the 
constraint implication problem for (9,Y) is in PTIME then the implication problem 
for CFDs over constraint domain (9,9) is in PTIME. 
The proof of the converse has two parts. By Proposition 5.1, and assuming P#NP, 
if (9,Y) does not have independence of negative constraints then the implication 
problem for CFDs is not in PTIME. By the reduction of the extended constraint im- 
plication problem to the implication problem for CFDs in the proof of Proposition 5.1, 
if the constraint implication problem for (9,9) is not in PTIME then neither is the 
implication problem for CFDs. 0 
In view of the intractability of the general problem we must resort to incomplete 
but more practical algorithms. The algorithm for the implication problem discussed 
above (modified by replacing “no” on line 8 by “don’t know”) is one. It represents an 
approximation that ignores disjunctive reasoning. 
In cases where the cost of testing constraint implication and tautologies is too great 
we can also approximate these operations. That is, we employ a test that is always 
correct when identifying that 9 b ci + ~2, but does not always detect when this holds. 
(For example, for linear arithmetic constraints, such a test might eliminate variables 
in cl and c2 on the basis of equations in cl and test whether all resulting constraints 
in c2 also occur in cl.) The same approximation can be applied to testing tautologies 
since the test for tautology is a form of constraint implication. With this approximation 
the previous algorithm will delete more CFDs from F on line 5 and accumulate fewer 
variables on line 7b. We must also replace both occurrences of “no” by “don’t know”. 
The resulting algorithm is sound for detecting CFD implication but, of course, not 
complete. 
By using a different approximation we can use the original algorithm as a basis for 
testing non-implication: that F F f. In this case we must use an approximate test 
that is always correct when identifying that 9 p cl 4 c2 and replace occurrences 
of “yes” by “don’t know”. The resulting algorithm proceeds only if the approximate 
test can detect that f is not a tautology. Compared with the original algorithm, it 
deletes fewer CFDs from F on line 5 and accumulates more variables on line 7b. 
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This approximate algorithm is sound only for constraint domains with independence of 
negative constraints. 
To see that the latter approximate algorithm is not sound, in general, consider the 
following example. Let F consist of the CFDs x < 3 + I + J and x 2 3 + I -+ J, and 
let f be true 3 I + J, so that F b f. Consider an approximate test for implication 
that can recognise that 9 k true -+~~3,~~true-+x~3and~~true+x=y. 
Then the algorithm will delete the CFDs from F and terminate with “no”. 
When (g,Y) has independence of negative constraints, rules l-5 form a complete 
set of inference rules. It is reasonable to expect that the addition of rule 6 gives 
completeness without the independence assumption. 
Conjecture 5.1. Consider the inference rules for a jixed constraint domain (9,Y). 
Then, for every CFD f and jinite set F of CFDs, F b f isf F + f. 
Consequently, rules 2, 3 and 6 form a minimal complete set of inference rules. 
6. Constrained relations 
Often we have more information about a relation than simply dependencies. For ex- 
ample, in a database we may know, either from integrity constraints or from knowledge 
of the meaning of the data, that the value of an attribute Age must be non-negative. 
Furthermore, a stored relation might also store some limited data on the range of values 
of its attributes, to optimize query processing. Thus, we might know that 19,<Age<58 
for the data in the relation. We refer to such relations as constrained relations, although 
this knowledge is really a description of the relation, and not a constraint upon it. 
Sometimes the information we have about a relation may be available in the form 
of an infinite family of CFDs or constraints. 4 Ideally, we would like to achieve com- 
pleteness in such cases. Unfortunately, the relation /= is not compact, that is, a CFD 
can be a consequence of an infinite set of CFDs without being a consequence of any 
finite subset, as the following example shows. 
Example 6.1. Consider CFDs over the constraint domain ELin. Let F = {x = i + x -+ 
y 1 i E H} and let f be x -+ y. Then F + f, but for no finite F’ 5 F does F’ k f. 
The same lack of compactness occurs for + when F is finite but C, the set of 
constraints the relation satisfies, is infinite. 
Example 6.2. Consider CFDs over the constraint domain that extends ZLin by permit- 
ting disequality (f) constraints. Let C = {x # i 1 i # 0, i E Z}, let F = {x = 0 + x -+ y}, 
and let f be x -+ y. Then C, F /= f, but for no finite C’ c C does C’, F k f. 
4 For example, in the constraint domain WLin, the relation y = x2 satisfies infinitely many non-redundant 
linear inequalities, one for each tangent to the graph. 
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Thus, we cannot expect the inference rules to be complete when we have infinitely 
many pieces of information about the relation. Thus, as was done in Section 5, we 
consider completeness with respect to finite sets F and C. It turns out that rule 7 
is sufficient to extend any inference system that is complete for pure relations to an 
inference system that is complete for all relations. 
Proposition 6.1. For any inference system I- that is complete for + on pure relations, 
the addition of rule 7 produces an inference system kP that is complete for b. 
Proof. Let C be a finite set of constraints and let c denote their conjunction. We claim 
that C,F + f iff FI, k f Ic. W e can then infer FJ,, and hence f Ic, by the completeness 
of k, and apply rule 7 to infer f. We now prove the claim. 
Suppose FI, + f Ic. Then C,FJ, /= f Ic. By rule 7, if c is true of p then from flc 
we can infer ,f. Since rule 7 is sound (Proposition 4.1), C,FI, /= f. Since F k FI,, 
we have C,F k f. 
Now suppose Fl, p flc. Then there is a relation R, such that F(, holds on R but flc 
does not. By part 4 of Proposition 4.2, F holds on RI, but f does not. Consequently 
C,FPf. q 
In the case where the set C of constraints that hold of a relation is fixed, the proof 
of the above proposition shows how to “compile” the constraints into the CFDs so that 
rule 7 need not be applied. This can be seen as a form of partial evaluation. However, 
if such constraints are expected to be derived as part of the inference procedure then 
the compilation approach is not appropriate and rule 7 must be used. 
7. Finiteness dependencies 
We will use the symbol +sn for constrained finiteness dependencies, to distinguish 
such dependencies from constrained functional dependencies. A constrained jiniteness 
dependency 
denotes that, for each fixed valuation of the variables in X, there are only finitely many 
values of the variables in Y in the tuples of p satisfying c with the valuation for the 
variables in X. 
For unconstrained dependencies, it is well known that the inference rules for func- 
tional dependencies are also complete for finiteness dependencies. This fact is no longer 
true for constrained dependencies. 
Example 7.1. Consider the finiteness dependencies yB0 + x+s,y and y < 0 + 
x -+sn y. From them we can validly infer the finiteness dependency x-+sny. However 
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inferring the functional dependency x + y from y 20 + x 4 y and y < 0 + x + y 
is invalid, as the relation { (1, - l), (1,3)} demonstrates. 
As a second example, consider the dependency 1~ y 6 3 + x+s,, y, where the vari- 
ables range over integers. This finiteness dependency is a tautology, but the corre- 
sponding CFD is not. 
It is necessary to modify rules 5 and 6. The other rules from Section 4 remain the 
same (except for the replacement of ----f by -+s,,). Let CO denote c A r\f=, 1ci. Let 
J’ = J - I and N denote I U J. Then: 
1’ If JCZ then true + I-+E,J. 
2’ If cl + I -+sn J and c2 + J--+hn K then cl A c2 + I -+sn K. 
3’ If c+Z--+enJ then c+IUK+fi,JUK. 
4’ Ifcl+Z+s,Jand9+c2+c1 thenc2+Z-+snJ. 
5’ If 9 /= VI v,“=, 3>“3_~ c then c + I +fin J. 
6’ If ci + I +sn J for i = 1,. . . , k, and 9 b ‘d1 V,“==, 3>“3_1~co then c + I -‘fin J. 
7’ If ci +Z+s,J and 9 + p(V) --+~2and9~~2~cs-,ci thencs+I+s,,J. 
The rule for combining fragmentary constrained finiteness dependencies (rule 6’) 
is considerably simpler than the one for constrained functional dependencies. This is 
because finiteness of sets has the (very well-known) property that it is preserved by 
finite union. In contrast, the corresponding property for functional dependencies - that 
a set is empty or singleton - is not preserved under finite union. In that case further 
conditions are necessary to guarantee that the result of a finite union is either empty 
or singleton. 
The rule for inferring tautologous constrained finiteness dependencies (rule 5’) in- 
volves a condition that, in general, cannot be expressed as a first-order statement over 
the underlying domain of values 9. Nevertheless, in many of the domains discussed 
in Section 2 this condition can be decided quite simply, as we will see shortly. 
Once the adjustments to the inference rules are made, the results for finiteness de- 
pendencies mirror closely those for functional dependencies. In particular, the algorithm 
of the previous section extends to finiteness dependencies under the proviso that the 
tautologies referred to are tautologous finiteness dependencies. On the other hand, the 
completeness result employs an extra condition in comparison to Theorem 5.1. We first 
define this condition and then summarize the main results in Theorem 7.1. 
A constraint domain (9,_Y) has the representation of elements by constraints prop- 
erty if, for every element d E 9 there is a constraint c(x, j) E 9’ such that a valuation 
u satisfies 39 c(x, 3) iff v(x) = d. For example, QLin has this property, since every 
positive element p/q is represented by x + . +x = 1 + . . . + 1 where there are p l’s 
and q x’s in the equation (and similarly for the negative rationals). On the other hand, 
!RLi” does not have this property since, for example, we cannot define rc with finitely 
many equations and inequalities. 
Theorem 7.1. (1) The inference rules I’-7’ are sound for the inference of finiteness 
dependencies. 
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(2) l’he inherence rules l’-5’ are complete for the inference of ~niteness d~pe~en- 
ties ouer pure relations on injinite constraint domains which satisfy independence of
negative ~o~stra~~ts andrepresentation of‘ elements by constraints. 
(3) Over such constraint domains there is an a~gorithm~or the impiicat~on problem 
jbr finiteness dependencies of complexity 0(N2<(N) + NY(N)), where N is the size of 
F u (.j’) and t(N) refers to the cost of det~~rmi~ing that ‘~n~teness dependencies are 
tautologies. 
(4) If the constraint domain is in$nite and does not sati$v independence of negative 
con.~trai~ts then the implication problem for ~niteness dependencies is co-W-hard. 
Proof, For some of these proofs we must first make the observation that Proposition 4.2 
extends to CFinDs. 
1. The proof is essentially the same as the proof for CFDs. 
2. The structure and ~~rnent of the proof is the same as the proof for the CFD 
version, except that it is necessary to construct an infinite relation R such that, for 
every infinite subset, a finiteness dependency K --+sn L holds on that subset iff Kg X 
or L c X. We construct li iteratively, as the relation containing exactly the tuples (G, $i) 
for i = 0, 1,. . ., which will be defined below. 
Let f be c + 1 -+an J. By part 6 of Proposition 4.2 adapted to CFinDs, since rule 6 
is omitted, it follows that F t- f iff F’ !- f, where F’ = {d / d E F, d is e’ =+ K --+fin L,
~~c-+c’}.LetC={c~c=+K -‘h,,L is in F -F’). Let XC_ Y be the largest 
set of variables such that F t-c + I -fin X. Clearly 1 C X. Let the tuple of variables 
on which the CFinDs are defined be (2, 3):. where .Z is the list of variables in X. 
We first need some notation related to the property of representation f elements by 
constraints. We will use eq(x,a) to denote the constraint that forces x to take the value 
a, and similarly eq(Z,a”) denotes the constraint hat forces the tuple of variables 2 to 
take the values 6. We assume that the variables other than x in eg(x,a) are chosen to 
be distinct from all other variables occurring in the same formula as eq(x,a). 
Consider the formula 
By independence of negative cons~aints, this formula is satisfiable in $3 unless, for 
some j, 
or, for some constraint c’ E C, 
If the former holds then, by rule 5, c + X -+ yi, which ~ontmdi~ts the maximali~ 
of X. If the latter holds then $9 i=; c(%,F) -3 ~‘(2, F), but this contradicts the definition 
of C. Thus the above formula has a solution v. We denote u(Z) by G, v(y) by a”O and 
u(F) by G’. 
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For the purpose of an induction ar~ment, suppose we have tuples (&Gk) for 
k = 0,l , . . . , n such that a: # a: for each j and every 0 6 k < I <n. Consider the 
formula 
eq(2, a”) A ~(2, j) A A 
C'EC 
~‘(2, j) A A ;i -eq(yj, a;). 
j id) 
By independence of negative cons~aints, this formula is satisfiable in 9 unless, for 
some constraint c’ E C, 
or, for some i, j 
The former is contradicted by the existence of solution (r&8} and the latter is contra- 
dicted by the solution (a”,Gh), k # i in which, by the induction hypothesis, for each 
j, yj takes a different value from afi:. Thus, the formula has a solution @,a”“*‘) and 
0: # ai for each j and every 0 d k < E drt + 1. By induction, the infinite relation R 
containing all tuples (G,d> satisfies a$ # a$ for each j and every 0 <k < 1. 
Consider any CFinD c’ =% K -fin L. This CFinD does not hold on R ifI ~‘(a”, c?“) holds 
for infinitely many tuples (5, Gi), K C X and L g X. This follows from the construction 
of R, which guarantees that ai = a$ only when i = k. 
Suppose that F if f. Then .J 9.X since otherwise F I- X 4 J and so F k f. 
Consequently f’ does not hold over R. On the other hand, suppose that a CFinD 
c’ + K -+ftn L in F’ does not hold over R. Then e =+ K --+g,, L also does not hold 
over R since every tuple of R satisfies c. Consequently, K CX and, for some variable 
x, x E L-X. Then we can conclude F t-~+X--+~~x (since F t X --+ K, F I- 
c’ =+ K --+E,, L F t L ---i x), which contradicts the m~imali~ of X. Thus Ft holds 
over R, and so F holds over R. Since F holds over R and f does not, the proof is 
complete. 
3. The analysis of the algorithm in Section 5 also applies to CFinDs. 
4. The proof is essentially the same as that for CFDs; we use Lemma 5.1 and a 
reduction of the extended constraint implication problem to F k f for CFinDs. The 
only difference from the proof of Lemma 5.2 is that we construct an infinite relation 
of tuples (28, ai>. c1 
Thus, we will have a PTIME decision procedure for the CFinD implication problem 
provided both the constraint implication problem and the CFinD tautology problem are 
in PTIME. A priori, the latter appears to be the more di~cult problem. However, for 
a wide class of constraint domains we can show that this problem reduces to the same 
problem for CFDs. First we need some de~nitions. 
Let 9’ C 9 be a class of constraints uch that every constraint in 9 is equiva- 
lent in 9 to an existential quantification of a constraint in 9’. We say (9, Y) has 
weak ~n~e~e~~ence of ~neq~a~jo~s if, for some such 9’ and every c E Z”, 9 b 
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!l(c A r\; ye,) iff, for every i, 53 /= 2(c A Tei), where each e; is a conjunction of 
equations. For example, !RLin has weak independence since we can take 3”’ to be 
9, and use the independence result of [24], but ?RLin does not have independence of 
negative constraints. Similarly, the constraint domain X3(C) does not have indepen- 
dence of negative constraints when C is finite, but it does have weak independence. 
In this case we take Y’ to be the quantifier-free subset of 9, and the condition 
on constraints in 9’ is exactly the independence of negative constraints of 3?(C). 
Clearly, every constraint domain with independence of negative constraints has weak 
independence. 
Proposition 7.1. Let (9,2?) be an infinite constraint domain with weak independence 
of’ i~e~uot~o~s and representation of elements h_y constraints. Let c be an): constraint. 
Then c =+ I -+fin J is a tautology zjf c =+ 1 --+ J is a tauto~~~~. 
Proof. Clearly, every tautological CFD is also a tautological CFinD. We now establish 
the other direction. Suppose c + I -fhn J is a tautology, that is 9 + til V,, 32 3~“3_,~ c. 
Let t; be a valuation for I, and let c’(T) be a constraint such that for every valuation 
of, if cf satisfies c’(g) then v’(Z,) = @I), where EI denotes the tuple of variables in 
c’(Z) that correspond to the variables in c that appear in 1. Such a constraint exists 
since (2,9) can represent elements by constraints. c’ represents the valuation of v on 
2,. If c’ does not satisfy 3-1 c then clearly 9 + (3-I c’) -+ 3:’ 3-1~ c. 
By our supposition, for some m, u satisfies 3,<m 3-1~ c. Hence 9 + (3_~ c’) ---f 
32” 3-u c. Rea~anging this formula we have 
9 k v#?,j’,...,jm 
( 
c’(2) A ;i c(;‘) A I, = j; 
> 
+ v $ = j$, 
,=I i#k 
where ji denotes the tuple of variables in c(j’> in positions I and 21 is as de- 
fined above. Consider the subclass of constraints 2’ used to establish that (23,$P) 
has weak independence of inequations. We can express c(y) as 32 cl(~,Z) and c’(Z) 
as 35 c{(.?,Z), where cl,cl, E 2”. Such existential quantifiers as 3 in the bracketed 
expression can be moved outward (where they become universal) and the bracketed ex- 
pression can be expressed as a constraint in 2’. By weak independence of inequations 
we must have 
for some j and k. Simplifying, we have 
.Y + tr,?, y’, p (c’(i) A c(j+ A f(y) A 21 
Expressing this differently, 
9 /= (3-1 c’) --) $2 X/J c. 
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Since this argument applies to every valuation u, we have that 
v, 3;’ 3-13 c. 
In other words, c + 1 + J is a tautology. 0 
This proposition applies to most of the constraint domains discussed in Section 2. 
For Gin and RLinEqn the proposition does not apply since not all reals can be defined 
by a constraint. But in these cases, the equivalence of CFD and CFinD tautologies can 
be shown directly, using the convexity of sets defined by constraints in these constraint 
domains and the density of elements in the domains. 
Corollary 7.1. For the constraint domains A?“, X3, SW, WY3, SbdY, RLinEqn, !J3Lin, 
QLin, 
c + I + J is a tautology ifs c + I --th,, J is a tautology. 
Of course, if the domain of values is finite (for example 9%!?XJ~) then all finiteness 
dependencies are tautologies. In ZLin the tautologies for CFDs and CFinDs also differ, 
as Example 7.1 shows. Indeed, even the decidability of the CFinD tautology problem 
seems questionable for this domain. However, we can use the observation that a variable 
is constrained to a finite set of values iff the variable is bounded above and below. Thus, 
the condition of rule 5’ can be reformulated as requiring 9 + VI 3y,, y, V-1, c + 
A, EJ yr < y < y,, where I’ = I U { ye, yu}. From this formulation it is clear that testing 
tautologies is decidable in ZLin. 
In general, the inference systems for CFDs and CFinDs are different. Using the 
above proposition and the similarities of the inference systems for CFDs and CFinDs, 
we can identify a large class of constraint domains for which the two inference sys- 
tems are identical. We say that two inference systems, Si and S2, are isomorphic if 
there is a bijection I$ mapping dependencies in Si system to dependencies in & such 
that if a dependency f can be inferred by some rule in Si from dependencies F 
then r&f) can be inferred by a rule in S2 from 4(F), and similarly for the inverse 
function 4-l. 
Proposition 7.2. Let (9,=5X’) be an infinite constraint domain with independence of
negative constraints and representation of elements by constraints. Let kfd denote the 
inference relation using rules l-5, and let k-fin denote the inference relation using rules 
l’-5’. Let F’ (f’) denote the CFinDs corresponding to CFDs F (f ). Then F kfd f 
ifs F’ te,, f’. Furthermore, tfd and kh,, are isomorphic. 
Proof. The isomorphism is the obvious function Fin which changes the arrow + to 
+s,,. Clearly, rules l-4 and l/-4’ are isomorphic. By Proposition 7.1, rules 5 and 5’ 
are isomorphic. 0 
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Independence of negative constraints is a necessary condition for this equivalence of 
inference systems, since without this property rules 6 and 6’ can make different infer- 
ences (as shown in Example 7.1). In general, representation of elements by constraints 
is not necessary. %!Li&qn p rovides an example. Currently it is not clear whether this 
condition can be omitted entirely. 
Finally, we note that inference in a system containing both CFDs and CFinDs is no 
more difficult than inference in both of the systems separately. Indeed, CFinDs are of 
no use in inferring CFDs, and CFDs are useful for inferring CFinDs only in that every 
functional dependency is also a finiteness dependency. 
Proposition 1.3. Fix a constraint domain (9,2). Let f and g be, respectively, a 
CFD and a CFinD, and let F and G be, respectively, a set of CFDs and a set of 
CFinDs. Let C be a conjunction of constraints. Then 
l C,F,G kg iffC,Fin(F),G I= g, 
l C,F,G kf iV&TW'kf, 
where Fin maps CFDs to the corresponding CFinDs. 
Proof. (1) Since every relation that satisfies F must also satisfy Fin(F), the backward 
direction is established. For the other direction, suppose that C, Fin(F), G k g. Then 
there is a (necessarily infinite) relation R that satisfies C,Fin(F), G but not g. Let g 
be c 3 1-e” J. We can assume that R = RlcAc, that all tuples of R have the same 
value on 1 and that no two tnples of R have the same value on J. For each CFD 
c’ + K + L in F and each valuation of the variables of K, delete from R all but one 
of the tuples that satisfy c’. At each step we delete only finitely many tuples since R 
satisfies c + K +fin L. Consequently the resulting relation is infinite, and so does not 
satisfy g. However, by construction, it satisfies F and satisfies G since tuples have 
only been deleted. 
(2) The backward direction is trivial. For the other direction, suppose that C,F ‘# f. 
Then there is a relation R, which can be chosen to have exactly two tuples, that satisfies 
C,F but not f. Since R is finite it also satisfies G. Thus C, F, G F f. q 
8. Constraint-generating dependencies 
In [4] the complexity of the implication problem is examined for a large range of 
dependencies, including constrained functional dependencies (but not the constrained 
finiteness dependencies), called constraint-generating dependencies. 
Definition 8.1. A constraint-generating dependency (CGD) takes the form 
rl(% ), . . , rk(Z.k), c(Z) + c’(Z) 
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where c,c’ are constraints, the ri are relations and 2 contains Zi for i = 1,. . . , k. 
A CGD such as the above expresses that for each valuation of a” for 2 such that fii is 
a tuple in ri for i = 1,. . , k and ~(a”) holds, c’(6) must also hold. 5 
A constrained functional dependency c =+ I ---f J can be formulated as the following 
CGD. 
r(Z), r(F), c(T) A c(jq A 21 = j, --) ?J = jJ. 
A CGD containing k or fewer relation expressions ri(ii) is called a k-dependency. 
Those CGDs where c’ ++ false, we call negative integrity constraints. Those CGDs 
where c cf true, we call approximation expressions. These two classes of CGDs permit 
the expression of properties of a relation (or conjunction of relations), specifically, that 
the relation does not intersect the set described by c, and that the relation is contained 
in the set described by c’. Such properties are the basis for approximate reasoning 
about relations, which is useful for integrity checking in databases and for analysis of 
defined relations (for example, in database queries and CLP programs). 
Let a constraint domain (9,Y) be fixed. The CGD implication problem is the 
problem of determining whether every relation on which a set F of CGDs holds must 
also satisfy a CGD f (i.e. whether F k f). 
It is shown in [4] that F k f can be expressed as the validity of a formula involving 
the constraints appearing in F and f. To obtain some complexity results, [4] makes 
the assumption that the constraint language is closed under negation (among other 
assumptions). Since this assumption implies that independence of negative constraints 
does not hold, we can extend some results in that paper as follows, using Lemma 5.1. 
Proposition 8.1. Suppose (B, 9) does not have independence of negative constraints. 
Then the implication problem for k-dependencies is co-NP-hard. 
In particular, tf 9 is any structure, 2’ closed under negation and conjunction, and 
(9, 2) is non-trivial then the implication problem for k-dependencies is co-NP-hard 
Proof. The proof reduces the extended constraint implication problem to the implica- 
tion problem for l-dependencies. Let F = {r(f), ci(.E) + c’(y) 1 i = 1,. . . , n} and f be 
r(Z),c(Z) + c’(y). Then 23 /= c + V:=, c;(i) iff F k f. The result now follows by 
Lemma 5.1. 0 
This result helps to explain why it was necessary in [4] to consider classes of 
constraints that are not closed under conjunction (by limiting the number of atomic 
constraints per dependency) to obtain cases in which the implication problem for 
k-dependencies is in PTIME. 
It shows that we must find a different, perhaps finer, classification of CGDs than 
into k-dependencies if we are to find classes of CGDs with a tractable implication 
5 &i is the tuple of values assigned by the valuation to 2,. 
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problem. We close this section with two such classes. The implication problem for 
these classes was addressed, for a very narrow range of constraint domains, in [39] 
and [4], respectively. The proofs of these results use the characterization in [4]. Unlike 
results of [4], we admit classes of constraints closed under conjunction. 
We have already shown that, for CFDs over some constraint domains that satisfy 
independence of negative constraints, the implication problem is in PTIME, without 
using the characterization of [4]. We now show some classes of CGDs, specifically 
classes of k-dependencies, for fixed k, for which the characterization of [4] is used to 
establish a PTIME solution for the implication problem. 
Proposition 8.2. Suppose (9,2’) has independence of negative constraints. Let the 
dependencies of F and f be both negative integrity constraints and k-dependencies, 
for fixed k. Let m be the total size of constraints in F U {f}. 
Then the implication problem can be solved in O(lF(k2ky(m)) time, where y(M) is 
the maximal cost of solving a constraint implication problem of size M in (9,lu). 
Proof. The proof uses the characterization of [4]. We consider CGDs of the form 
q, . . , rk, c(Z) + c’(i). Associated with each such CGD g is a formula &, c(Z)) + 
c’(iO) where fl ranges over (up to kk) variable renamings.6 The formula is denoted 
by cf(g). It is shown in [4] that F + f iff /& cf (g) -+ cf (f ). 
Thus, F bf iff a formula of the form (A, ci + ci) -+ (r\, 5’ + {I) is valid, where 
ci and ci are derived from a CGD in F and 5’ and c,(’ are derived from f. Since all 
the c: are false in negative integrity constraints, the formula in this case has the form 
(Ai 7~~) -+ Aj ~5~ or, equivalently, (Vj 5’ ) --) V, ci. By the independence of negative 
constraints, this is equivalent to (at most) IF(k2k constraint implication problems of the 
form Cif ----) c;. 0 
The above implication problem was addressed, for a very narrow range of constraint 
domains, in [39]. With a similar proof we have the following result, which does not 
require independence of negative constraints. 
Proposition 8.3. Let the dependencies of F and f be both approximation expressions 
and k-dependencies, for fixed k. Let m be the total size of constraints in F u {f }. 
Then the implication problem can be solved in O(y(IFlkkm)) time, where y(M) is 
the maximal cost of solving a constraint implication problem of size M in (2,5?). 
Proof. As in the previous proof, F + f iff a formula of the form (Ai ci + ci) -+ 
( Aj 5f+ c,:’ ) is valid, where each of the conjunctions may contain up to kk subfor- 
mulas. Since all the ci are true in approximation expressions, the formula in this case 
has the form (A, ci) -+ Aj c,!‘, which is a constraint implication problem. 0 
6 We omit the details of this formula; see [4] 
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For each of these classes of CGDs, under the restrictions of the respective propo- 
sitions, it follows that the implication problem is in PTIME iff there is a PTIME 
algorithm for the constraint implication problem on ($3, 3). These results extend some 
results of [4] for dependencies with one atomic constraint per dependency. The kk 
factors in these results come directly from the reduction in [4]. However, as noted in 
[4], when the dependencies are symmetric the kk factor can be reduced. 
9. A subsumption analysis for CLP programs 
In [27,28] we used FDs to define a sufficient condition for the atoms generated 
by a logic program not to be subsumed by other generated facts. We now extend 
this analysis to CLP programs. The extra power of CFDs supports a more accurate 
analysis for CLP programs, as we show in Example 9.2. The main use of the analysis 
is in detecting that atoms are not subsumed. Applications of the analysis are elaborated 
later. 
For simplicity, we assume that program rules are written in an expanded form so 
that atoms contain only distinct variables. The function Sp” is defined on multisets of 
facts, which form a complete lattice under the submultiset ordering. Sp” is continuous 
because, informally, each (copy of an) element in SF(I) is generated from only finitely 
many elements of I. 
SF(Z) = p(f) + cl p(Z) +- c’,bi,. . . ,!I, is a rule of P, 
Ui+Cj El, i= l,...,?Z, 
the rule and facts renamed apart, 
23 t= c H 3-f Cl A i Cl A ai = b, . 
i=l 
GC(P) denotes the least fixedpoint of ,I$?; it is the multiset of facts that can be 
derived by resolution from P. The multiplicity of a fact is the number of different 
ways it can be derived (see [27,28] for more details). We simply write GC when P 
is apparent from the context. GC,(P) denotes the multiset of facts derivable from P 
in n or fewer steps; again, multiplicity is the number of distinct derivations. We write 
Si to denote S,?, the function for the one-rule program consisting of ri. 
Let f;: be a fact pi(Z) +- ci, for i = 1,2. These facts are considered to be equal 
iff 53 k 3-2 cl +-+ 3-z ~2. We say that f, and f2 are non-overlapping if p1 f p2 
or p1 E p2 and 9 b ~(ci A ~2). Otherwise j-1 and f2 are overlapping. We say a 
multiset F of facts is non-overlapping if f,, fi E F, fi $ f2 implies that fi and f2 
are non-overlapping, where = is element identity. We say that fi subsumes f2 iff 
&S b 3-f c2 + 3-f cl (and subsumes strictly if, in addition, ji # f2). A program P 
is subsumption-free (strict-subsumption-free, non-overlapping) if no fact in GC(P) is 
subsumed (subsumed strictly, overlapped) by the remaining facts in GC(P). 
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We associate a relation 6% with rule r 3 h t c, B in program P as follows: 
l Each free variable occurring in the rule r corresponds to an argument position of 9’. 
Let (XI,. . ,xk) be the list of free variables in order of their position in R. 
l (d,,..., dk) is a tuple of :% if and only if there is a valuation v such that u(x,) = di 
for i = 1,. , k and v(c) holds in %. 
Heud and Body refer, respectively, to the set of variables that appear in the head of r 
and the set of variables that occur in a (non-constraint) atom in the body of r. 
In the following theorem {a} Head -+ Body denotes functional dependence, where 
d is the relation corresponding to the rule r. 
Theorem 9.1. Let P be a program consisting of rules rl,. . ,r,. Suppose that the 
following conditions hold for P. 
l .fi E S;(GC), ,f2 E Sj(GC), i # j implies fi = f2 or fi and fi are non-overlapping. 
l For every rule r in P, {W} Head + Body. 
Then P is strict-subsumption-free. 
If the jirst condition is strengthened to 
l fi E Si(GC), f2 E Sj(GC), i # j implies J; and f2 are non-overlapping, 
then GC is non-overlapping. In particular, P is subsumption-free. 
Proof. For the first part, it suffices to show that the elements of GC(P) are non- 
overlapping. We use induction on n, with the following induction hypothesis: For all 
f,, ,f; E GC,,, ,f, and f2 are non-overlapping or f, = f2. 
The base case is trivial. Suppose fh, fi E GC,,,,, and fi and f2 are overlapping 
and unequal. Then, by the first condition, fi, f2 E Sj(GCn) for some rule rj with 
body atoms b,,..., bk and constraint c. Let (sit, . . . ,grk) be the facts in GC,, that pro- 
duce fi, for i = 1,2. (We assume all facts are variable-disjoint from each other and 
from P.) 
Suppose there is no valuation v such that V(C) holds and V(gtj) = U(gzj) = v(bj) 
for every j = l,..., k. Let vi for i = 1,2 be valuations such that vl(f~) = v2(f2), 
V(C) holds and Ui(gij) = vi(b,) for j = l,.. .,k, for i = 1,2. (Such valuations ex- 
ist since fi and fi are consistent and both generated by rj from the appropriate 
facts in GC,. ) The valuations determine different tuples in a, since otherwise we 
could construct from them a valuation v as above. But VI and 14 agree on Head, 
and so the existence of these two tuples contradicts the second hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
Thus, a valuation v as described above must exist, and so glj and g2j are consistent 
for j = 1,. . . ,k. By the induction hypothesis gr, = g2j for j = 1,. . . , k, and hence 
f, = f2. This contradicts the original supposition. Hence, the induction step is estab- 
lished. 
The proof of the second part combines the above proof with a careful handling of 
the cardinality of elements generated, in a manner closely analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 9.1 in [28]. This requires a substantial introduction of notation and terminol- 
ogy, so we leave the details to the interested reader. 0 
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When the constraint domain is Z (the Herbrand domain) then this result reduces 
to Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 7.1 of [27]. 
9.1. Applications of the subsumption analysis 
9.1.1. Bottom-up execution 
Our first application is an extension of the work in [27]. In a bottom-up execu- 
tion of CLP programs and deductive CDBs, newly generated facts must be tested for 
subsumption in order to achieve termination to the greatest possible extent. That is, 
execution must test, for each fact, whether it is subsumed by the existing accumulated 
facts. This test is equivalent to the extended constraint implication problem over the 
constraint domain. Thus, such a test is co-NP-hard, in general (Lemma 5.1). Even 
when independence of negative constraints holds, the repeated tests for subsumption 
represent a considerable overhead. 
However, many CLP programs are subsumption-free. In such cases the subsumption 
test is an unnecessary overhead. We can use Theorem 9.1 to detect many of these 
cases. 
Example 9.1. Consider the following program for multiplication over the integers: 
mult(0, y, 0). 
mult(x+l, y, z+y):- x30, mult(x, y, 21. 
mult(x, y, z>:- x<O, mult(-x, y, -z>. 
The expanded version is 
ri :mult(x, y, z>:- 
x = 0, z = 0. 
i-2 :mult(x, y, z>:- 
X’kO, x = x’ + 1, z = z’ + y, 
mult(x’, y, z’>. 
r3 :mult(x, y, z>:- 
x<o, x’ = -x, z’ = - 2, 
mult(x’, y, z’>. 
The strengthened first condition of Theorem 9.1 is satisfied since rl generates facts 
mult(x, y,z) with x = 0, r2 generates facts with x > 0, and r3 generates facts with x < 0. 
The second condition of Theorem 9.1 is vacuous for rule rl . It is straightforward for 
r3, using the fact that x’ = -x implies that x’ is functionally dependent on x (and 
similarly for z’ and z). For r; we use the fact that z = z’ + y implies that z’ is 
functionally dependent on y and z. Thus, by Theorem 9.1, this program is subsumption 
free. 0 
It has been argued [27, l] that the class of logic programs (i.e. CLP programs over 
2) that is amenable to this analysis is large. Similar arguments hold for CLP pro- 
grams in general. Such programs exhibit significant speedups when the unnecessary 
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subsumption tests are removed [33]. We can expect even greater speedups in other 
constraint domains, where subsumption tests are typically more expensive. 
Example 9.2. Consider the following program for the exponential function over the 
natural numbers 7: exp(x, y,z) iff z = xJ’: 
exp(0, y, O):- y#O. 
exp(x, 0, i>:- xf0. 
exp(x, y+l, z>:- x#O, exp(x, y, 2’1, 2 = 2’ * x. 
The expanded version is 
YI :exp(x, y, z):- 
x = 0, y#O, z = 0. 
r2 :exp(x, y, z>:- 
x#O, y = 0, z = I. 
r3 :exp(x, y, z>:- 
XfO, y = y’ + 1, z = z’ * x, 
exp(x, y’, z’>. 
The first condition of Theorem 9.1 is satisfied since YI generates facts exp(x, y,z) 
with x = 0, r2 generates facts with x > 0, y = 0, and r3 generates facts with x > 0, y > 0. 
The second condition of Theorem 9.1 is vacuous for rules ri and r2. For r3 we use the 
fact that y = y’ + 1 implies that y’ is functionally dependent on y, and that z = z’ *x 
implies the CFD x # 0 =+ xz -+ z’. Combining the latter with the constraint x # 0 in 
r3 we obtain an ~cons~ained FD. Hence, X, y’,z’ is ~nctionally dependent on X, y,z. 
Thus, by Theorem 9.1, this program is non-overlapping and subsumption free. D 
Consider the verification of the second condition of Theorem 9.1 for r3 in the above 
example. Although we infer an unconstrained FD, we cannot establish the FD from 
the FDs holding on the component relations. The extra expressiveness of CFDs is 
necessary. 
An alternative formulation of non-overlapping is that each ground atom has at most 
one successful derivation (given a fixed computation rule). A cardinality analysis [6], 
which can compute a bound on the number of solutions for a query, is thus able to 
perform non-overlapping analysis. Unfo~ately, the implementation of [6] camrot be 
adapted easily to provide a non-overlapping analysis. That implementation abstracts a
top-down, depth-first execution that may not execute parts of a program that contribute 
to overlapping. Thus a naive use of the implementation is unsound for non-overlapping 
analysis. 
Nevertheless, in cases where that implementation does not detect sure nontermination, 
all clauses of the program are exercised and the implementation provides a sound non- 
overlapping analysis. In fact, Examples 9.1 and 9.2 also can be successfully analyzed 
’ O” is undefined 
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via the cardinal&y analysis. 8 However, the use of an abstract domain with conditional 
values, such as the domain of CFDs, provides greater accuracy of analysis, when all 
other things are equal. 
Example 9.3. Consider the following program, which is non-overlapping, over the real 
numbers: 
mLllt(x, y, z>:- x = y * 2. 
n(x): - x#O. 
pcx, z>:- 





A difficulty of analyzing this program precisely, for many analyses including the 
cardinality analysis, is in detecting that if p is called with x and z ground, then 4 is 
called with y ground (cf. Example 3.1). We need to represent the effect of mult by 
the CFD (or constrained groundness dependency, see Section 10) x # 0 + xz --+ y, so 
that it can be combined accurately with the constraint x # 0 from n. Even if we can 
determine first that x # 0, we must still employ the inference expressed in the CFD, 
although it might not be represented explicitly in the analysis domain. Analyses over 
domains that do not admit conditional values such as CFDs will find it difficult to 
achieve similar precision without additional techniques. 
This discussion points the way to an extension of other analysis domains: for each 
domain of elements d we can consider the domain of elements of the form c + d, 
where c is a constraint. Some work in this direction has already been done [3]. 
9.1.2. ~o~-do~~ execution with demoing 
Our second application is to systems that employ a top-down execution with mem- 
oization (or tabulation) of answers to calls to predicates. This approach as been used 
successfully in some logic programming and deductive database systems. XSB [35] 
is a prime example. In these systems calls are placed in a table with their success- 
ful answers, and subsequent calls which are instances of tabled calls are executed by 
table look-up. Similar techniques can be applied to CLP programs. An initial attempt 
is [17]. 
* My thanks to a referee for pointing this out. 
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Clearly, memoization is pointless if there are no subsequent calls which are in- 
stances. We can detect this si~ation by applying a magic sets transfo~ation to the 
original CLP program P so that Pmagic computes the calling patterns in P [ 11,7], 
and then applying the subsumption analysis to Pm@‘. If prnogic is subsumption-free 
by the analysis above then no call is an instance of another, and memoization can be 
omitted. 
In [1] a declarative approach to showing strongest-postcondition assertions in logic 
programs is developed. The approach uses the fact that strongest postconditions are 
captured by the s-semantics [ 151, and that, under certain circumstances, the s-semantics 
is captured by the least Herbrand model semantics. These circumstances are essentially 
that the program be non-overlapping. We examine the extension of this approach to 
CLP programs. 
In [1] strongest postconditions are defined in terms of instances of a query, but 
to extend them to CLP we must define them in terms of constraints. Thus, we take 
sp(Q, P) to be the multiset of answer constraints for the query Q using the program P. 
The counte~a~ of the s-semantics is GC, which can be thought of as the multiset ver- 
sion of the SSs semantics of [ 161. Consequently, strongest postconditions are captured 
by GC. In addition to the least g-model M of the program, we might also consider 
a multiset version of M. For non-overlapping programs the multisets discussed above 
are, in fact, sets. 
Unlike the situation for logic programs, non-overlapping CLP programs can have 
the same least model but different s-semantics. 9 However, if we restrict attention to 
constraint domains in which the language of constraints is closed under existential 
quantification and the domain satisfies independence of negative constraints, then GC 
is captured by the least model. Hence, for these cases, Theorem 9.1 can be used to 
apply the approach of [l] to CLP programs. 
10. Other applications 
We have already mentioned the potential use of CFDs in a variety of situations, and 
discussed uses of CFDs through the use of the subsumption analysis. We now outline 
some other applications. 
l Established CFDs can be used in top-down CLP systems to optimize performance. 
In the context of logic programs, [12] proposes the use of functionality informa- 
tion to refine backtracking behaviour and to make wise atom selections in systems 
with dynamic control. These applications extend to CLP programs. Fu~he~ore, 
the use of CFDs permits a more flexible approach to these applications. When 
9 Consider, for example, the programs { p(x, y): - x si 5; p(x, y): - x > 5, y G 3) and { p(x, v): - y G 3; 
Pk?‘):-Y > 3,~<5}. Both have least model (p(a,b)/a<Svb<3), 
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a CFD is known for a procedure, the constraint of the CFD can be tested at 
runtime and, depending on the result, pass control to code with/~thout refined 
backtracking. 
Groundness analysis (detecting that variables are bound to a single value) is the basis 
for important optimizations in the execution of CLP programs and database queries. 
For CLP programs, groundness information shows where calls to the constraint- 
solver can be replaced by simple calculations. It also plays an important part in 
making other analyses more efficient [2]. For CDBs, it is a major input when plan- 
ning query execution since indexing schemes require a ground value as the index. 
Groundness analysis also helps verify that top-down execution of a query is non- 
floundering when negation is involved. 
Groundness dependencies, which have been used in logic programming [9,30], are 
essentially ~n~tional dependencies. Thus, in general, the work of this paper ap- 
plies to the inference of constrained groundness dependencies (cf. Example 3.2). 
However, any resulting groundness analysis is only useful if the constraint-solving 
power used during execution is reflected in the analysis. This may not be true 
when the constraint solver is weak (for example, incomplete or unable to detect he 
equivalence of X ~5, X25 and X = 5). In these cases cons~ained groundness de- 
pendencies are subtly different from CFDs and the work of this paper is not directly 
applicable. 
In [2] the use of dependencies for groundness, finiteness and suspension analyses is 
demonstrated. The use of constrained ependencies provides the ability to be more 
precise in these analyses, but hinders the use of the efficient algorithms discussed 
in [2]. 
CFDs offer a different approach to horizontal decomposition of relations from that 
of De Bra and Parendaens [ 10,321. Instead of decomposing a relation into a max- 
imal (in some sense) subrelation on which an FD holds and the remaining tu- 
ples, the relation is decomposed according to a simple condition that can be de- 
fined by constraints. This approach is less flexible than that of [lo], since it re- 
quires a characterization by constraints of when a FD will definitely hold on a 
relation (Level of Instruction # freshman in Example 3.3), and it can fail to rep- 
resent the full collection of tuples that satisfy the FD (all those freshman courses 
that have only one class). On the other hand, it results in simpler updates of the 
relation than the method of [lo], since there is no necessity to transfer a tuple 
from one subrelation to another when another tuple is added or deleted from the 
relation. 
We can use CFDs and CGDs to perform semantic query optimization [X] on queries 
to relational or other databases. A simple example is the query c, ~$2, j), 
p(.?,z”>, . .  when p satisfies the CFD c’ + 2 + y. This query can be simplified 
to c, y = Z, ~(2, y), . . . provided ZS /= c -+ c’. 
Elkan [13,14] uses FDs to detect query emptiness without examining the underlying 
database. CFDs and, more generally, CGDs provide a more powerful and flexible 
framework in which to approximate queries and thus detect query emptiness. 
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11. Conclusion 
We have introduced constrained functional and finiteness dependencies and extended 
the approach of Beeri and Bernstein [5] to solving the implication problem for FDs to 
these dependencies. 
For a large class of constraint domains, those satisfying the independence of negative 
constraints property, this approach provides an efficient solution to the CFD implica- 
tion problem, modulo the cost of constraint manipulation. For constraint domains not 
in this class the CFD implication problem is not tractable, but we have outlined some 
tractable approximations, For constrained finiteness dependencies we have similar re- 
sults, although for a class of constraint domains it remains open whether the CFinD 
implication problem is tractable. 
Using independence of negative constraints we established a class of constraint do- 
mains for which the CGD implication problem is intractable, and found two classes of 
CGDs for which the implication problem is tractable. 
We outlined several applications of CFDs, mainly to the analysis and optimization 
of relational database and CDB queries, and CLP programs. This work points the way 
to an extension of other analysis domains: for each domain of elements d we can 
consider the domain of elements of the form c + d. where c is a constraint. 
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